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Without silver, we may not have solar panels, one of the greatest boons to clean energy generation we've yet seen.
Dozens, and counting, of uses for silver
The Oxford English Dictionary defines koine as 'a set of cultural or other attributes common to various groups' . This volume merges an academic career ...
KOINE: Mediterranean Studies in Honor of R. Ross Holloway
As Dr. Caitlin Martin gets ready to graduate with her doctoral degree and join the faculty at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, she looks back on her years working at the Howe Center for Writing ...
Dr. Caitlin Martin Reflects on Her Time at the Howe
As the U.S. anticipates a vaccinated summer, historians say measuring the impact of the 1918 influenza on the uproarious decade that followed is tricky ...
What Caused the Roaring Twenties? Not the End of a Pandemic (Probably)
tracing and isolation." Rye said at least 2,000 additional infections in Metro Manila could be manageable based on their studies. At present, the capital region is still averaging 3,500 but this ...
'We're not out of the woods yet,' OCTA says in calling for MECQ extension
While tracing out spatial paths with an injection tip ... Yielding and fluidization in granular matter is known as the jamming/unjamming transition and is a vibrant area of study within the rheology ...
Writing in the granular gel medium
The piece discusses another loose thread Drastic has ... The highly anticipated study offered a number of recommendations for continued work in tracing the origin of the coronavirus, but none ...
How the coronavirus origin story is being rewritten by a guerrilla Twitter group
CSR leadership had to enact broad organizational change as we went about setting capabilities in a newly remote world. To maintain employee health and productivity, employees needed trusting ...
Tracing a Triple Bottom Line Between Business and CSR During a Pandemic
Ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays twist and turn on their way to Earth, which has made it nearly impossible to identify the colossal monsters that create them.
Cosmic Map of Ultrahigh-Energy Particles Points to Long-Hidden Treasures
A "game-changer" deal for rapid coronavirus testing got the UW and Pac-12 schools' teams back on the field. But behind the scenes, UW officials worried about the plan, and research has now shown the ...
As Pac-12 bet on rapid coronavirus tests to play football, UW debate boiled behind the scenes, records show
Marine Raiders with 1st Marine Raider Battalion conduct free-fall training on Camp Pendleton, Calif., Dec. 7, 2017. The wars that consumed the first twenty years of the 21st century are now shriveling ...
A Marine special operator’s fragmented legacy: Blast, impact, trauma, and everything that comes after
In order to solve the problem of traditional density algorithm that cluster the large scale data slowly and cannot find cluster centers to adapt taxi track data. The DBSCAN + (density-based spatial ...
A rapid density method for taxi passengers hot spot recognition and visualization based on DBSCAN
Proposals to improve ventilation in indoor spaces, such as in offices, were made online after recent studies showed the novel coronavirus ... Trisha Greenhalgh also emphasized in a Twitter thread that ...
‘Public spaces not face shields’: Proposals for better indoor ventilation raised as studies claim COVID-19 is airborne
It’s hard to determine the precise impact of a large-scale event on the spread of the coronavirus. Contact tracing misses a lot of cases. Statistical methods used to make estimates often rely on ...
The Sturgis Motorcycle Rally’s impact on the coronavirus, explained
But mushroom “leather” from the likes of innovators like Bolt Threads, Ecovative ... aren’t rid of synthetics entirely, even if in trace amounts. For building durability, it’s common ...
The Truth Scientists Want You to Know About New Eco-conscious Materials
Nearly half of UK cancer patients who caught coronavirus died – a much higher rate than counterparts in Europe, a study suggests ... adviser for NHS Test and Trace, said the number of 501Y.V2 ...
1.3 million vulnerable people yet to take up offer of vaccine in England
On Sunday, Agrawal shared the new peak values for active and new Covid cases in a Twitter thread ... The scientists in the as yet unpublished study said there are several novel features ...
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IIT scientists predict India's Covid-19 active caseload likely to peak at 38-48 lakhs in mid-May
The study findings can’t be certain, since they were based on disease rates in counties, not on contact tracing investigations ... does not append comment threads to stories from wire services ...
Is it safe to go to big sporting events during the pandemic?
On Sunday, Mr Agrawal shared the new peak values for active and new COVID cases in a Twitter thread. Peak timing ... The scientists in the as yet unpublished study said there are several novel ...
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